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Dear readers, 

welcome to the fourth volume of the IDEAT journal which follows the previous about poverty and social exclusion. One of the 
improvements made, is via the presentation of shorter and more concise articles. In view of the May 28th referendum this volume holds 
the issue of divorce as its central theme.

On the �9th March 20�� IDEAT has made its position about divorce official i.e. that we are in 
favour of the introduction of responsible divorce in Malta. Having said so, we at IDEAT also 
uphold democratic values and believe in dialogue as one of the fundamental pillars of our 
belief system and ‘modus operandi’. Throughout this journal we chose to present the widest 
picture possible about the debate by bringing different views together, including articles 
by writers from the no camp alongside those in favour. This approach is in line with our 
understanding of being open minded and progressive. 

IDEAT believes that in the 2�st century, Maltese society needs to look beyond ideological or 
religious barriers and provide remedies to the social problems which burden it. IDEAT believes 
that the issue of divorce is a sensitive one which merits special treatment within the Maltese 
socio-political context.

IDEAT has also observed that there is no political party represented in Maltese parliament that 
has an electoral mandate to legislate divorce, therefore it is only fair that the Maltese people are 
given the opportunity to express themselves clearly whether they are in favour or against the 
introduction of divorce legislation. IDEAT encourages all Maltese and Gozitan people to analyse 
the arguments in favour and against and to participate fully by voting in order to make sure that 
this exercise would be a solid expression of democracy.

IDEAT is of the understanding that the decision being placed in front of the Maltese and Gozitan community is not about the introduction 
of divorce, since a law recognising divorce was introduced in �975 by virtue of Article 33 of Chapter 255 of the Laws of Malta. IDEAT 
observes that the actual situation in Malta is one which is discriminatory between those who have the ability (including financial) to 
acquire divorce from foreign courts and thus legally request the Maltese courts to recognise the divorce in Malta and those who don’t. 
As a result the present ‘status quo’ discriminates between those with ‘the means’ who are offered a legal way out of a failed marriage 
with the possibility of remarrying and the majority of the Maltese and Gozitan people who are denied this right and remedy on an equal 
level. IDEAT believes that responsible divorce is a civil right and its non availability is causing unnecessary suffering to a large number of 
Maltese and Gozitans.

IDEAT believes that the statistics about the rates of separations and annulments in Malta are truly alarming. We are concerned about the 
reality that a large number of people have no other alternative but to cohabit. As a result, both adults and their children do not benefit 
from a legal framework and protections offered by the law to married couples and their children. IDEAT is of the view that with the 
introduction of responsible divorce all those persons whose marriages have failed will be given the opportunity to reacquire serenity in 
a new relationship which is stable and legitimate.  >

Editorial Wilfrid Buttigieg
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The following are a few key points from the various which are shaping the current divorce scenario:

It is clear that a decision needs to be made about the separation or the further assimilation of church 
and state. The divorce referendum result will give a clear indication and will have an influence on the 
evolution of the Maltese identity. IDEAT observes that as a society, we stand at cross roads. Today’s 
voters have been given the responsibility to decide whether to steer the country towards becoming a 
more progressive secular society or more conservatively Catholic. 

We have also observed a distinction between being ‘intrinsically’ in favour of divorce and being in favour of the availability of divorce 
legislation. Many people are personally against divorce in itself, yet the same persons are not against the legal availability of the law for
those who need it. It is interesting to observe that the IDEAT foundation itself is also made up of individuals who are practicing Catholics, 
yet they are tolerant enough to allow a more liberal and secular society to develop around them by understanding the needs of those 
in need of this legislation.

With regards to the backbone philosophy behind the movements, the yes 
camp seems to put emphasis on the rights of the individual while the no 
camp emphasises the right of children, the type of environment they will be 
brought up in and the notion of the common good. Yet on the other hand 
the yes camp argues that the deepest and most profound description of the 
common good also includes and incorporates the needs of minorities or 
individuals.

The debate also seems to be linked to the issue of indoctrination. Various 
people seem to be experiencing a sense of anger and frustration vis a vis the 
local Church and the way it seems to be orchestrating a ‘crusade’ which at 
times puts in doubt the value of dialogue and respect for diverse views of 
life, together with an overall lack of sensitivity towards people’s less fortunate 
reality. What is more worrying though is that the methodology being adopted 
in certain micro contexts is not far from being a type of ‘fundamentalist 
Catholicism’. The problem with fundamentalists is that they believe that there 
is one truth and nothing to challenge it. Certainly, various our Lady of Sorrows 
processions, Sunday sermons, parish billboards and home visits by priests have 
left much to be desired in terms of enlightenment, the promotion of dialogue 
or further understanding of the debate and the overall situation.

Another interesting fact is the reality that Malta and the Philippines are the last countries in the world that 
do not have divorce legislation. Does this say something about us? The situation seems to be one where 
we are either we are extremely conservative (not to say closed minded) or otherwise on the other hand 
truly enlightened and illuminated in an almost unique and particular manner, making us leaders rather than 
followers, not only in Europe, but in the relation to the globe. At this point we would rather allow readers to 
reach their own conclusions.  

Ultimately the scope of this journal is to enhance debate, 
dialogue and discussion via food for thought, in a society which 
is considered to be conservative, but at the same time possibly 
on the way to become secular, if not today, tomorrow.

>
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1. The provision of maintenance for the (dependant) spouse and 
children; the term ‘children’ includes persons of 23 years and less;   

2. Adequate accommodation;

3.  The Matrimonial home.

The Bill proposes to amend and supplement the provisions in force regulating Personal Separation in the Civil Code Chapter �6 of the 
Laws of Malta.

Competent Court and Jurisdiction Link 

The pronouncement of divorce may take place by Court judgment on application of either spouses or by Court decree following a 
joint application submitting a public deed. The action, as in separation proceedings cannot be instituted other than by the parties 
themselves, although the Civil Code envisages  situations where a case can be continued by the heirs, after the demise of one of 
the parties.  Presumably this would also be applicable in proceedings regulating divorce. An application filed by proxy would also be 
admissible, according to the general principles of mandate in Civil Law.

The Civil Court shall have jurisdiction to hear and determine the case or authorize the publication of the public deed.

The court shall be seized with jurisdiction only if:

1.  Either of the parties is a citizen of Malta, not necessarily living in the Islands as long as he/she  has retained citizenship; or

2.  Either of the spouses is domiciled in Malta on the date of instituting the case; meaning that either of the parties is Maltese or a 
foreigner, as long as he or she is domiciled in the Islands.  The concept of domicile in Private International Law is more restrictive than 
habitual residence as contemplated in EU Regulation 220�/2003;  or

3.  Either of the parties (applicant or respondent not necessarily Maltese nationals) was ordinarily resident in Malta throughout the 
period of one year before the institution of the proceedings;  >

The Proposed
Divorce Bill

Dr Sharon Mizzi

Essentially the Private Member’s Bill on the introduction of divorce in 
Malta, as submitted by Dr Jeffrey Pullicino Orland and Evarist Bartolo, 
focuses on 3 salient points:



No Fault Divorce 

Unlike separation proceedings, proposed Article 68 (�) of the Bill does not contemplate a fault based divorce proceeding.  The three 
essential requirements for instituting the action lies on the following criteria:

1.  At the date of instituting the action,  the parties have lived apart de facto or de iure  after a consensual separation or a Court 
judgment for at least four years during the previous five years;

2.  There is no reasonable prospect of reconciliation;

3.  That the spouses and any  dependant family members are adequately maintained;

These 3 prerequisites require an explanation:

Any one of the spouses attempting successfully to file for divorce must, not only establish a jurisdictional link with the Maltese Court 
but must prove that he or she  has been legally or factually separated or living apart from the other party for at least 4 years during the 
previous five years.  This implies that it is a sine qua non condition that the applicant must satisfy the Court not only that he has been 
separated for at least 4 years but that this separation, refers to four years out of the previous five years before the application.  Presumably  
periods of separation totalling to 4 years but not immediately preceding the application will not be considered.

The prospect of reasonable reconciliation is another factor to be taken into consideration.  This requirement is already in our Law and 
contemplated in mediation proceedings prior to instituting legal separation.  Mediation is a necessary tool and cannot be dispensed by 
either party in separation proceedings.

The provision of maintenance to the spouse and the dependant family members    is another important factor in the equation.  Although 
nothing keeps either party to choose to forfeit his or her right for maintenance.  Any contract of separation previously signed by the 
parties regulating the division of the estate and the provision and supply of maintenance shall not be disturbed by an application of 
divorce on the basic principle of res inter alios acta.  Also when the contract contemplates a change in the status of the parties after 
an annulment or divorce, no maintenance provision will be affected on the basis of  pacta sunt servanda.  Likewise the application for 
divorce shall not disturb a judgment which has become res judicata between the parties.

From my understanding, it appears that the section relative to ‘No fault divorce’  applies to persons who are legally separated and where 
there are no pendencies relative to maintenance, care and custody or division of the estate.

Divorce when the parties are not legally separated – Fault based Divorce

In the eventuality that the spouses are not legally separated,  a different scenario applies.  The Bill reiterates the requirements of Article 68 
(�)  but in this situation it directs the  Court to consider the faults and responsibilities of both parties vis-a-vis the breakdown of marriage.  
Essentially the procedure entails an application filed before the Civil Court adducing the reasons for divorce and submitting the applicant’s 
claims.  This application shall be served on the respondent who has 20 running days to reply on oath stating his objections and requests.

The provisions of Article 70 of the Bill are to be read in conjunction with the provisions of the Civil Code relative to personal separation. 
Meaning that this procedure will involve a separation/divorce in one civil suit, the outcome of which will declare the marriage dissolved 
providing for the liquidation and termination of community of acquests, the cessation of rights of inheritance, the question of the right 
of use and habitation in the matrimonial home, the provision of the maintenance and the care and custody of children. 

In this scenario the parties will have to prove the adultery, excesses, cruelty or desertion committed by the other party, asking for interim 
Court orders concerning maintenance, care and custody of the children and the right to reside pendente lite in the matrimonial home.   
Eventually the outcome of the case will very much depend on the evidence adduced before the competent Court.

An important provision  establishes the discretion of the Court, on the demand of either parties to direct that the community of acquests 
ceases from the day on which the divorce application is submitted. This would be an important amendment.  It is not unusual for parties 
undergoing separation proceedings to acquire property or conduct business in the names of third parties, since the community of 
acquests would  still be operative between the contending parties.  >
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As regards maintenance, any one of the parties may ask the Court pendente lite to order periodical payments for herself/himself and for 
any dependant children.  In the decree granting divorce the Court will also have to decide on the question of who is to be maintained 
and the quantum.  Obviously the decree,  will very much depend on the evidence submitted by the parties in support of their claims 
and pretensions.  Art 70 (7)  directs the Court to decide the question of maintenance taking into account the following:

1.  Any physical or mental disability of either of the spouses;

2.  The salary or contribution each of the spouses has made or is likely to make to the needs of the family;

3.  The effect on the earning capacity of the spouse who has stayed at home raising the children.The age of the spouse would 
be a determining factor in this case;

4.  Any other income of the spouse;

5.  The conduct of the spouse vis-a-vis the other spouse, the children and the breakdown of the marriage;  

6.  The accommodation needs of either of the spouse; The Court shall take into consideration the financial situation of the 
spouse who has been evicted from the matrimonial home vis-à-vis the payment of maintenance of the spouse who has 
benefited from such eviction;

 

The Court shall decide the merits of the case depending on the circumstances of each different situation, taking into account the needs, 
the earning capacity, any income or benefit payable to that spouse, the accommodation needs and the question of physical or mental 
disability. The Court has also the discretion to provide for periodical payments or for a lump sum payment depending on the case.  
However such obligation to pay maintenance shall cease if the spouse receiving maintenance should remarry.     Of course a contract of 
divorce regulating  this eventuality would not effect the maintenance payable should the spouse wish to  remarry.  This obligation would 
remain unaltered as regards the children even if the person entrusted with the care and custody should remarry.
 

The Court shall also take into consideration the welfare of the spouses and shall secure proper accommodation for any dependant 
spouse or child. However the spouse providing maintenance can demand the Court, that he be assigned the matrimonial home on 
condition that he provides adequate accommodation. If the application is rejected, the applicant can re-propose his demand not before 
�8 months from the decree and if there are significant factual or financial changes in his circumstances.

Transitional Clauses 

Any separation proceedings which would be pending infront of our Courts, in the eventuality of the Bill entering in force is likewise 
regulated.  Any party may submit an application before the Court asking for a pronunciation of divorce instead of personal separation.  
The Court shall accept such demand provided the dicta of Art 68 (�) of the Bill are fully satisfied and after the respondent is duly notified 
and replies.

The duties of the respective lawyers of the  applicant and respondent require that an application or a reply to divorce is accompanied 
with a certificate in the form prescribed by Schedule B of the COCP requiring reconciliation and mediation proceedings .

Art 74 (�) prescribes a requirement on the Court,  resonant to previous provisions in the Civil Code where the Second Hall Civil Court (a 
Court today inexistent) could refuse to grant a separation decree or could adjourn the case and direct the parties to reconciliation and 
counselling services, if there was the possibility (even if remote) of reconciliation.

Although Council Regulation (EC) 220�/2003 widened the possibilities for any Maltese person to seize a Court in any Member State 
on the basis of Article 3 of the Regulation (habitual residence for more than � year),  only those who are free from familiar or financial 
constrains and are capable of changing their  Maltese habitual residence would benefit from the purview of this Regulation.    

 Dr Sharon M Mizzi LL.D
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Divorce and Other Questions
Hon Jesmond Mugliette MP

I believe that the current divorce debate is unique not just because it 
is a controversial issue but for the questions it  is raising about Maltese 
society.  Can  we say that our society truly upholds fairness when there is 
a strong lobby militating against divorce yet willing to tolerate  divorce if 
it is obtained in another country by those who can afford it?  

Are we really upholding the value of marriage when there are those who prefer 
cohabitation to a chance for a proper committment in a second marriage? Does 
the ever increasing trend of children born out of wedlock not worry those who say 
that the welfare of the children should be the most important deciding factor in 
this divorce debate.

Divorce and the Catholic Politician

The word ‘relativism’ which is often used in religious discourses has been taunted 
at those politicians who, whilst declaring that they are practising Catholics, have 
expressed empathy with the need of a law for responsible divorce.  I find this 
rather disturbing.  First of all because there are already various situations, some 
of  which may even be harmful to society and go against Christ’s teaching, but are 
tolerated or legal in our country .  Legal betting or gambling  is one such example. 
Yet no one taunts the word ‘relativism’ when discussing betting or gambling and 
the Catholic politician.  

There are those who prefer turning a blind eye at the potential harm of internet gambling because this generates considerable 
revenue for government. Contraception also goes against the teaching of the Catholic Church yet no one dares accuse a Catholic 
politican who could be indirectly responsible for the legal systems permitting the importation or sale of contraceptives of ‘relativism’.  
Is it true then that a Catholic politician should vote  and legislate solely according to his own  religious beliefs? There are instances   
where the values of our society  with respect to a particular matter  do not remain  predominantly Catholic, and the country (and 
its politicians) may  need to take into consideration the values which have evolved.

Relationship Patterns are Changing

I do not believe that if divorce becomes legal we would see  drastic changes in our society. Couples are separating and bringing an 
end to their Catholic marriages when they  feel that situations at home are untenable. Children are already suffering from these 
breakups.  Many  are forming new relationships, notwithstanding that for the Catholic Church this is wrong  and notwithstanding 
that there is no legal framework to formalise the mutual commitment.  A substantial number of couples in such relationships are 
also choosing to have  children.  >



I  do not believe that if divorce is introduced this will bring about a marked increase in 
separations or marriage breakdown for two reasons.  One because the culture for marriages 
has to be seen in a wider perspective of  a more casual attitude to  relationships (when 
compared to the past) which is evident in our society. In years gone by relationships 
used to follow a certain traditional pattern of courtship, engagement, marriage, children.                             
This traditional pattern (unfortunately) has changed to more casual relationships, changes 
which have been  brought about by the media, exposure to foreign lifestyles, etc. Merely 
putting the lid on the divorce question is not going to change the relationship patterns 
which have set in.

The second reason is that the statistics for recent years show a worrying  pattern of about 20% of marriages every year ending up 
in separations or divorces (obtained from abroad).  Another equally worrying statistic is that 27.4% of children are born annually 
out of wedlock.  The statistics for annual marriage breakdown are already at par with some European countries where divorce is 
legalised. Everyone is saying that we need to strengthen the family, but no one is talking about what is leading to these break ups 
and how to address the causes of the problem.

Other Angles beyond Divorce

When the dust would have finally settled on the divorce question there are various other angles worth reflecting upon. There is the 
political novelty of the divorce debate process itself when a backbencher MP from the Government side took the unprecedented  
and unexpected initiative to propose a law which could bring a radical change to the way marriage contracts are dissolved.  The way 
this initiative continued to evolve to become a bipartisan initiative when such intiatives are so rare is equally novel for our country. 
The manner by which political parties are handling the divorce question, and the future effect of this is equally interesting. During 
the debate at the PN executive committee I had stated that I found the PN’s formalising an antidivorce position as dangerous as 
this will lead to a morphing of the Nationalist Party to a more confessional one, with candidates for the forthcoming election being 
approved or non approved according to their position on such issues. 

It will be a loss for Maltese politics if political parties stifle initiatives such as the one taken by JPO.  Initiatves such as these  can bring 
about interesting and much needed changes which mainstream politicians might wish to sideline. The process triggered off by 
the JPO’s private members bill, which evovled into a  bipartisan proposal leading to a long awaited debate whereby  the public is 
being given  the opportunity to express its opinion  and finally ending in a referendum shows how far such intiatives could go. We 
need to see more politics being formed outside the orthodox process of what the Cabinet of Ministers decide for us. It is very sad 
that rather than appreciating true democracy being practised, a number of journalists chose  to label JPO’s initiative as disloyal. It is 
not only what poltical parties include in their electoral manifestos which is relevant to society. Political parties could omit an issue 
from their political agenda because the debate might expose uncomfortable positions or because the issue could risk alienating an 
important lobby group in some forthcoming elections.  My feedback is that a good number of voters, particularly younger voters  
from both sides of our political spectrum, are fed up of seeing two monoliths in Parliament and want to see more politics being 
made bottom up .

I am not sure when the dust will settle on the current divorce debate.  If the ‘No’ vote wins in the forthcoming referendum, the issue 
will remain on the agenda at least till the next general elections.  If the ‘Yes’ vote wins, I predict that we will see endless debates 
in Parliament about every article and detail of the draft legislation, with the debates in Parliament being echoed outside.  There 
is more to the current divorce debate then simply whether we should give couples to remarry when  marriages break down.  So 
whatever the outcome, the dust will not settle before a couple of years. I hope that the debate about how politics should be made 
in the future, private initiatives by MP’s, MP’s and their values continue for as many years and hopefully lead to some interesting 
changes. 
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Probably one of the most frequently asked questions in the divorce debate is: to what extent is 
parental divorce harmful to children. No matter from which angle one looks at it – even when 
taking into consideration the experience of separation - it is an undeniable fact that marital 
breakdown causes tremendous stress and its effects on children can be devastating. For children, 
separation and to a greater extent, divorce, means losing the security of an intact family.  It 
shatters the supportive network which they are accustomed to and nearly every thing breaks 
down – sometimes irreparably – emotions, financial security and possibly even a child’s potential. 
These children have more difficulty in school, more behavioural problems, more negative self-
concepts, more problems with peers, and more trouble getting along with their parents (Amato 
Paul, 200�).

According to the prevailing philosophy, for children who live in homes where marital discord is rife, life should improve after divorce.  The 
constant arguing and conflicts end; the children remain with the custodial parent, sometimes they continue living in the same house, 
attending the same school and playing with the same friends.  On the other hand, the other parent remains involved – fulfilling any 
financial obligations and sharing weekends, holidays and vacations with the children.  Life goes on - yet for the children, it is still a world 
turned upside down and their life changes drastically.

In a recent book, entitled The Unexpected Legacy of Divorce: A 25-year Landmark Study, Judith Wallerstein documents the long-term 
effects of divorce. Beginning in �97�, she periodically conducted in-depth interviews with �3� children and their parents from the time 
of divorce. “We’ve seriously underestimated the long-term impact of divorce on children,” she states, “[and] … the numerous ways a 
child’s experiences differ when growing up in a divorced family.”  Another study, conducted by the Department of Child Health at the 
University of Exeter in �996, concludes that “compared with their counterparts in intact families, children who had experienced their 
parents’ divorce were more likely to report problems in key areas of their lives, including psychosomatic disorders, difficulties with school 
work and low sense of self-esteem”. Not to mention economic adjustments.  >

DIVORCE 
The Pain that Never Goes Away

Ms Christine Galea
Diocesan Commission for the Family



If we had to take a look at evidence about how each of these factors affects children in 
divorced families the following picture would emerge:

Life adjustments:  
In general, it has been found that the more stressful experiences that children encounter during divorce, the more difficulty they 
will have in re-adjusting to their new situation.  There is also evidence that indicates that children whose parents divorce more than 
once are worse off than children who only experience only one parental divorce.  The many and often unavoidable changes that 
accompany divorce can undermine a child’s sense of security and make them apprehensive of the future.  From a child’s perspective, the 
unimaginable has happened – one of their parents has left home so they may be deeply afraid that the other parent will also ‘disappear’.  
They feel rejected and unloved by the departing parent  – sometimes they even feel that the divorce may be their fault, leaving them 
with a deep sense of guilt and shame.  

Academic performance:  
As a result, their academic performance is likely to suffer: be it standardized test scores, or drop out rates, children whose parents divorce 
generally have poorer grades.  These results have been found quite consistently throughout a variety of research studies conducted 
over the past three decades.  In some cases, it appears that the children’s difficulties in school may be somewhat caused more by their 
behaviour rather than their intellectual abilities and the pattern is likely to differ between boys (who may be aggressive and encounter 
problems getting along with their teachers and peers) and girls (who may experience depression, which would interfere with their 
ability to concentrate on school work or to put as much effort into their work).

Economic losses: 
Following divorce, custodial parents (mostly mothers) generally have less economic resources than most two-parent families.  There is 
a common belief that many of the difficulties experienced by children of divorced parents are related to the financial situation in their 
families.  Generally, family income is positively associated with children’s well-being, and less money often means that disruptions may 
result to the life-style which they have been accustomed to. 

The above factors all account for why children in divorcing families may experience difficulties which can well continue into young 
adulthood.  The University of Exeter study explains that “although most children do not exhibit acute difficulties beyond the initial stage 
of family breakdown, a significant minority of children encounter long term problems”.  Indeed, when these risks can be reduced or 
overcome, children will fare better. But ultimately, divorce has life-long repercussions for children and while adults may adjust and move 
on, a child’s life remains forever coloured by divorce.

>
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Those who are in favour of the status quo consistently state that the number of successful marriages greatly outweighs the number 
of problematic marriages that end up in separation. They hold that the numbers are not big enough to justify the introduction 
of divorce. They also, as if wishing to prevent people from further ruining their lives, state that the success rate of second and 
subsequent marriages is much lower than that of first marriages. 

But, in my humble opinion, in making such statements they are forgetting one fundamental thing – they are forgetting to 
climb into the skin of those who would love to have the chance to remarry, and walk around in it!! If only they did, if only 
they gave importance to individuals, to their feelings, to their expectations, to their wishes and to their rights, if only they 
cared to realise that people who find themselves in this predicament see life quite differently to the way they do, they too 
would be all for the introduction of responsible divorce legislation.

I cannot fathom the seeing of people as numbers and I can’t disagree more with the use of statistics to try and demonstrate that 
the ones who wish to be given another chance at pursuing happiness are too few to matter. With what ardour can someone 
give himself a right to decide that another’s pain is tolerable, that another’s wishes are not really that important, that another’s 
happiness is worth sacrificing? 

Likewise I find it revolting that these very same people who are doing their utmost to deprive those who would wish to remarry 
from the right to do so are confessedly doing so in the name of the common good! Unfortunately they have a thwarted perception 
of what the common good means. Unlike some tend to think, the common good is not the greatest good for the greatest number, 
which is a utilitarian concept for which there is an evident willingness of sacrificing the one for the many. 

Common good is a much wider, much more sensible concept than that. The common good seeks the good of all individuals; 
it seeks to give individuals the right to shape their lives by responsible action in order to find personal fulfilment. In truth, it is 
therefore the recognition of divorce as a civil right that is more apt at the obtainment of the common good. Fr Rene Camilleri, in 
an interview published in The Malta Independent on Sunday on the 16th of July, 2000 held that ‘ Divorce will become necessary as 
the State must cater for everyone’s needs’ and he couldn’t have put it in finer words.

I would like to finish off by stating that what one needs to keep in mind is the fact that divorce is a declaration that a marriage has 
ended. It is not in any way, shape or form the cause of marriage breakdown. The effects of divorce are perfectly the same as the 
effects of annulment, which is totally acceptable by all and sundry and which has never been looked down upon or condemned by 
anyone, including the Church, which has its very own even for marriages celebrated by the Roman Catholic rite. The same goes for 
the effect of divorce on children. There is absolutely nothing different to the effect that an annulment has on the same children. If 
anything in divorce children find the comfort that they are not the product of a marriage that somehow is supposed to have never 
existed!

My wish is to give to the people the right to decide for themselves, as responsible adults, 
what to do with their lives. If they wish to cohabit, so be it, who am I to say otherwise. But if 
they wish to opt for marriage and have children within a legally recognised family setting, 
they should not be forced to do otherwise by the state. For this reason and in solidarity with 
those to whom divorce will give a second chance at happiness I’ll continue to campaign 
incessantly until I cast my YES vote in the upcoming referendum. 

Why Yes for Divorce?
Dr Deborah Schembri

As I sit quietly in my room contemplating the subject matter of this article I recall a couple of particular instances from my 
teenage years that along other life experiences have moulded me into the woman I am today. 

I particularly recall reading an exceptionally good book called ‘To Kill A Mockingbird’ by Harper Lee, in 
which the young protagonist at one point states that ‘You never really understand a person until you 
consider things from his point of view - until you climb into his skin and walk around in it.’ Ridiculous 
as it might seem I clearly remember how profoundly touched I was on reading this because, as a very 
young girl, for the very first time it dawned on me that when discussing something that effects others 
it is pretty useless looking at it from one’s point of view, what one should really be doing is looking at 
it from theirs! 

Today, a score year later, climbing into people’s skins and walking around in 
them is what I try to do to understand what they are going through. This I find to 
be an extremely important process since there is no one-size-fits-all solution to 
everyone’s problem. People are individuals with their own background and life 
experiences, with their own values and their own priorities and it is imperative 
that one appreciates this if one is to try and do any good at all.

I have always looked at the divorce issue on the above-mentioned lines. Some 
individuals have had it rough in their marriages, some have been victims of abuse, 
some neglected, some abandoned, some left for younger or richer counterparts, some 
driven to the point of desperation by spouses with all sorts of addictions and some 
simply fell out of love. Try as we may to encourage them to try and work things out, 
truth is that a good percentage of these individuals end up going their separate ways. 
They do so today and they will continue to do so tomorrow, irrespective of whether or 
not divorce finds itself in our law books. 

As things stand anyone who wishes to try and pick up the pieces and move on with their life has no choice as to what type of 
relationship to pursue. The only available option, if it can be called an option at all, is cohabitation. But why on earth should 
anyone be constrained to cohabit when they believe in a much more stable institution such as marriage? And why should one 
be expected to be fine with the idea of having children out of wedlock if they are very much willing to get married? And why are 
people expected to keep on living a lie by calling themselves ‘married’ when they hate each other’s guts and would much rather 
share that status with a loved one? And finally, why should the state deny anyone the right to remarry when it is giving that very 
same right to others who have obtained a foreign divorce and registered it in Malta?

Not having divorce laws in place is nothing short of a grave social injustice and an undue imposition on 
individuals who would rather get married than cohabit. When all that makes a marriage has dissipated 
into thin air and one remains with a marriage certificate stuck to some wedding album and nothing else, 
the legal dissolution of marriage is nothing more than a declaration of a state of fact. This refusal of calling 
a spade a spade is causing further, unnecessary pain to people whose marriage has irretrievably broken 
down but who still believe in marriage as an institution. 
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Those who are in favour of the status quo consistently state that the number of successful marriages greatly outweighs the number 
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anything in divorce children find the comfort that they are not the product of a marriage that somehow is supposed to have never 
existed!
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what to do with their lives. If they wish to cohabit, so be it, who am I to say otherwise. But if 
they wish to opt for marriage and have children within a legally recognised family setting, 
they should not be forced to do otherwise by the state. For this reason and in solidarity with 
those to whom divorce will give a second chance at happiness I’ll continue to campaign 
incessantly until I cast my YES vote in the upcoming referendum. 
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simply fell out of love. Try as we may to encourage them to try and work things out, 
truth is that a good percentage of these individuals end up going their separate ways. 
They do so today and they will continue to do so tomorrow, irrespective of whether or 
not divorce finds itself in our law books. 

As things stand anyone who wishes to try and pick up the pieces and move on with their life has no choice as to what type of 
relationship to pursue. The only available option, if it can be called an option at all, is cohabitation. But why on earth should 
anyone be constrained to cohabit when they believe in a much more stable institution such as marriage? And why should one 
be expected to be fine with the idea of having children out of wedlock if they are very much willing to get married? And why are 
people expected to keep on living a lie by calling themselves ‘married’ when they hate each other’s guts and would much rather 
share that status with a loved one? And finally, why should the state deny anyone the right to remarry when it is giving that very 
same right to others who have obtained a foreign divorce and registered it in Malta?

Not having divorce laws in place is nothing short of a grave social injustice and an undue imposition on 
individuals who would rather get married than cohabit. When all that makes a marriage has dissipated 
into thin air and one remains with a marriage certificate stuck to some wedding album and nothing else, 
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The Downside of Divorce
Patricia CassarTorregiani BA, LLD, BCL (Oxon), PhD (IMLI)

There are a number of factors which militate against the 
introduction of divorce in the Maltese legal and social system.  A 
basic premise to consider is that the concept of an indissoluble 
marriage provides the best model for a stable society and 
is in turn, the model which most benefits the children of the 
marriage, the adults of tomorrow.  Many arguments in favour 
of divorce fall short of considering this bigger picture and focus 
instead on the need for spouses whose marriage has broken 
down to have another chance at happiness within the context 
of a another marriage contract.

Why, however, in order to grant this subsequent chance at happiness must Parliament be called upon to overturn the family 
model upon which our country has been built since earliest history?  How can we be so ready to consider the debunking 
of the closely-knit, traditional Maltese family unit which is so characteristic of our heritage and of our identity as Maltese?  
These sociological factors should feature strongly in any debate regarding the possibility of the introduction of divorce, 
and yet, the focus of the pro-divorce lobby is highly individualistic, emphasizing the plight of that minority of individuals 
whose marriage has broken down.  

It purports to speak on behalf of this minority – and in doing so, it errs.  There is a further minority – those separated spouses who may 
not wish to have a divorce forced upon them.  The pro-divorce lobby chooses to ignore this aspect inherent in the type of divorce being 
mooted for our legal system; it chooses to present divorce as an option to be availed of by those who wish to have recourse to it.  It masks 
the fact that, according to the question to be posed in the upcoming referendum, the type of divorce currently being contemplated is 
not a consensual one: after four years, one spouse may impose divorce on a non-consenting, innocent spouse. What ‘option’ is that for 
the non-consenting spouse? Furthermore, how does this take into account the interests of the children of that marriage?  

The referendum question strives to present a rosy outcome in a misleading and fundamentally flawed way.  We shall be asked whether 
we agree with ‘the option of divorce for married couples who have been separated for four years when there is no reasonable hope for 
reconciliation and when adequate maintenance is guaranteed and the children are cared for.’ Apart from the falsehood of presenting 
divorce as an option (which it obviously is not), by mentioning the guarantee of maintenance and care of the children of the marriage, 
the question attempts to guarantee what in reality can never be guaranteed. What safeguards can ever guarantee that children, 
invariably the silent protagonists in divorce proceedings, are being ‘cared for’?  And what of maintenance? It is common knowledge 
that maintenance is not guaranteed and that access to Court will not guarantee payment of maintenance. Parliament will indeed face a 
serious problem if the law is enacts does not in fact ‘guarantee’ maintenance as promised in the referendum question. 
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Furthermore, beyond the referendum question – the nature of divorce is being mistakenly presented.  It is not a civil right; no international 
convention laying down the fundamental rights of the individual presents the right to divorce as a civil right.  
The applicable right enunciates the right to marry and to found a family … not to re-marry and found a family. This echoes the understanding 
that a stable society is best served by the promotion of an indissoluble marriage contract.  And if, for the sake of the argument, divorce 
comes to be considered a civil right, surely, as in the exercise of other rights, there would exist the concomitant right not to divorce ..just 
as in the right to strike, and the right not to strike, for example.  This is not permitted according to the purportedly ‘no fault divorce option’ 
favoured by the pro-divorce lobby.  So, looked at from either way, the pro-divorce stance is mistaken.

Furthermore, no statistics presented thus far have shown that the introduction of divorce has bolstered marriage or improved the 
situation regarding marital breakdowns.  No argument has convincingly been presented which even tries to explain that the promotion 
of a dissoluble marriage contract by the State will benefit society.  Looked at in this light, all divorce would do, (aside from granting 
gratification to married individuals who wish to remarry) would be to cause irreparable damage to the model of the closely-knit Maltese 
family unit and to continuously perpetuate in our children an understanding that vows can be broken and that the traditional family is 
not necessarily the building block of a strong society. 

A number of pro-divorce arguments state that the effects of divorce already exist in our society, 
owing to the number of broken marriages and married individuals cohabiting out of wedlock.  
Furthermore, certain individuals say that divorce already exists in Malta owing to the fact that 
our Courts are bound to recognize foreign divorce decrees.  Again, these arguments fail to point 
out certain pertinent points, the main one of which is that, these factors – albeit a reality – do not 
damage the institute of indissoluble marriage as promoted by the State.  On the other hand, the 
introduction of divorce in Malta would be tantamount to the Maltese State actively promoting a 
non-binding model of marriage and therefore, actively promoting the breakdown of the family 
model upon which our society has been based for centuries. Have we really understood the 
ramifications of this?  

And as for the recognition of foreign divorce decrees by Maltese Courts, this is nothing more than the application of the 
law containing a foreign element; it stems from the fact that Malta, as does any other State, applies the principles of ‘Private 
International Law’ or ‘Conflict of Laws.’  Thus, the Courts merely recognize – and do not grant – a divorce decree granted in 

another State … a far cry from actively promoting a divorce mentality within Maltese society.

Ultimately, religious beliefs aside, there is a strong interplay between two main issues: individual 
gratification and the good of our children and thus, of our society.   While divorce could arguably be 
presented as an advantage for a small proportion of individuals in Maltese society when focusing on 
their individual needs, it will have a directly opposite effect on society as a whole, especially on the 
children of all marriages, present and future.



Divorce In Malta
Fr Mark Montebello

What I would be doing here is to share, as a way of sprinkled reflections, a few considerations on 
the run-up to Malta’s May 28, 20��, referendum on divorce. Maybe a little musings might help us 
decipher a bit of the power-game that is involved in the matter. I do not fancy convincing you 
of anything, except that I put forward some facts as I may see them.

Two lobby-groups

Officially, only two lobby-group are out there battling out stray votes which have still not fallen on any side of the wall, the “Iva g_ad-
Divorzju” (Yes to Divorce) and the “_wie_ bla Divorzju” (Marriage without Divorce). Both claim to be unlinked to any political and/or 
religious institution, maintaining that they run on their own steam. This is far from true. The former is somewhat backed by the Labour 
Party; the former, by the Nationalist Party and the Catholic Church. I’ll explain further what type of backing this is. For the moment 
it suffices to say that both movements are equipped with an arsenal of legal, statistical, demographic, political, social, etc., etc., etc., 
arguments which, of course, are intended to convince one and all of their positions in the fray. 

However, both, it seems to me, are missing the wood for the trees. I say this because the larger picture is not whether divorce is 
introduced to Malta or not but whether this country will continue to move forward towards the status of a secular state. By focusing 
exclusively on divorce and its current expediency, both movements are concentrating on procedural rather than structural processes.

Yes or no
The main arguments laid forth by the movements can be summarised in a few words. The ‘Yes’ lobby claims that divorce will remedy the 
problem of separations and illegitimacy. Roughly, one in every five marriages eventually ends up in separation. Further, according to the 
National Office of Statistics, in 2009 alone there were �,�34 illegitimate births (27% of the total; 8% rise from the previous year).

On the other hand, the ‘No’ lobby claims that divorce will undermine the concept of family and marriage. It maintains that, once divorce 
is introduced, separations, cohabitation, illegitimacy, abortion, amongst other ills, will rise in incidence, not decrease. Very often, statistics 
relevant to other countries are crudely flung left, right and centre with little thought to variables or tabulations. Some mention that only 
the Philippines, apart from Malta, does not have divorce on its statute books. However, these same people fail to mention that currently 
the Philippines have a bill before parliament which is proposing to introduce abortion! How’s that for comparison?

The ‘Yes’ lobby insists that divorce obtained from abroad is already recognised in Malta, and this means that in principle the concept has 
been already introduced.

Nice party

What is of greater fun is to observe the way with which those are not directly involved in the discussion are living out this scuffle. Ever 
true to its old alliances, the Nationalist is all out for ‘religio et patria’ (religion and motherland). Their best argument, plucked out straight 
from the Bible, is “what God has united let no man put asunder”. The idea, as always, is that “we are more Catholics than the Pope himself”. 
On the other hand, the Labour Party is playing it rather safe. It says its yes con adagio (softly). Labour is very much conscious of the tight 
spot it is in. If it goes all out for divorce, and the referendum is lost, than it will have to include it in its next electoral programme (up in 
20�3) – which, with the Church at its neck, would be political suicide. And Labour cannot afford suffering another electoral defeat.  >
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So here we have the resurgence of erstwhile tussles dating back to the ’60s: the Nationalist Party playing the moralists and the pious, and 
the Labour Party wanting to appear progressive but not wanting to be seen as anti-Church. It is the same old pickle all over again.
Conspicuous absence

But the best part of the story is that played by the Catholic Church. Officially, its authorities publicly declared that the Church 
will not participate in the divorce debate, and will let the laity contend the issues. All well and good. It was refreshing, for 
once, to see it learn from its past mistakes. However, this is far from what is actually happening. Alas, its present position is 
worse than that of the ’60s. Then, in its ferocious and vicious opposition to Mintoff, it punched and could be punched back. 
Now, it pummels without being able to be hit back. It is an invisible boxer in the ring (and the most powerful one, at that).

The Church’s arguments boil down to one simple formula: divorce is against God is against society. Fullstop. No discussion is possible 
here. No analysis of, or criticism to, the elements involved in this simplistic formula is allowed. Take it or leave it.

Worse still is that, though officially uninvolved, the Church set in motion its entire means of communication (which is considerable) to 
drum in its message. In other words, its antics of the ’60s are back with a wink and a smile.

Common as good

So here you have the main thespians in a story-line that looks like a scene from Harry Potter with visible and invisible performers 
engaged in mêlées and fracas by proxy. The best line of all actors concerns the great chimera of the common good. Nobody seems to 
know exactly what it is supposed to mean. Some identify it with the majority (a sort of Bentham’s ‘greatest happiness of the greatest 
number’). Others, with minorities (an ‘everyone-has-to-be-happy’ thing). A few with some ‘European-happiness’ device. Others, still, with 
a variety of a ‘world-contentment’ creed. The only evident thing is that poor old ‘common good’ includes and excludes new things with 
every day that passes. A pity dogs and rabbits cannot vote. They miss the common-good bus.

Understandably, the idea that the promotion and protection of human rights is enshrined in our best of all possible constitutions doesn’t 
seem to cross the minds of many people. “What, the constitution!?” they’d ask, “Look, let’s leave chemistry out of this, do you mind? … 
Where were we?”

Pup’s chance

Ah, yes, Malta on the verge of a crucial vote. Indeed, if one wants to be gravely sober, one cannot not sense that May 28, 
2011, can send the concept of a secular state running forward or condemn a whole population to a time-warp of fifty 
or sixty years.  It might not be an exaggeration to state that the prevalence of a ‘no’ vote will be catastrophic for Malta. 
Separation of Church and state in Malta is still all but nominal. A referendum win will surely inflict the last stout tendons a 
severe blow. It is just the thing Malta needs. But this may well be sheer wishful thinking.

A pity, one might say. Indeed. But Malta will probably take what it deserves. A line of governments during these last thirty years have not 
sought to prepare for this moment. They played monopoly games without thinking of helping to move people ahead with a few useful 
shots of deep or meaningful concepts that would have upgraded politics with a notch. Now the dice is cast.
Ah, if only Minotff was at least twenty or thirty years younger!



What is the difference between 
separation, divorce and 

annulment?

Separation occurs when two people stop living together however they are still married. Divorce 
occurs when two people stop living together but are no longer considered married and one 
can therefore re-marry. Annulment is a declaration that the marriage never existed.

Will introducing divorce 
increase marital breakdown?

Divorce does not cause marital breakdown. It is just an effect of marital breakdown,              
a recognition by the state that the marriage has ended. 

Does divorce harm children? Children suffer when a healthy, happy family environment is lacking. Divorce does not 
cause any more harm than separation or annulment because children assess the situation 
in real terms. 

Does a divorce take as long as an 
annulment to be processed or is it 

more straightforward?

Divorce would take less time to be processed. That is not to say that it would be a           
quick-fix divorce, it is just the process which is quicker once the requirements are met.

Who gets care and custody of 
children in a divorce? And what 
about children’s maintenance?

Children remain the responsibility of their parents irrespective of whether one gets a 
separation or a divorce. The duty to maintain the children remains for the same reason.

Does divorce increase cohabitation 
in the country?

Cohabitation is increasing in every country in the world, as a way of life, irrespective of 
divorce. One is neither dependent on the other nor the cause of the other.

I agree that divorce helps the 
victims to start a new family 

again, but doesn’t it also give this 
opportunity to the culprits?

Divorce should not be seen as a reward, since the lack of possibility of divorce for the 
victim would then be a punishment. Divorce is a declaration of a state of fact, the fact 
that the marriage no longer exists.

Is it true that divorce is already in 
Malta since foreign divorces are 

recognised?

Yes divorce is already available for those who can afford to get it from abroad and for 
those who are married to a foreigner. Divorce legislation would make it available to all 
those who need it without discrimination.

Why should I support a YES vote if 
my marriage is strong?

The referendum is about giving the right to divorce to those who need it. A YES vote does 
not mean that one wishes to divorce. 

What’s the current situation in 
Malta regarding failed marriages?

Today if one’s marriage fails one is nonetheless considered married. If one wants to 
rebuild a family one would have to cohabit and have children out of wedlock.

Is there an alternative to divorce? No. Neither annulment nor cohabitation are suitable alternatives. The former is given only 
in very limited instances related to the time of marriage. The latter never gives people the 
equivalent of marital rights.

Would the proposed legislation 
allow for a Las Vegas style divorce?

No. The proposed law is anything but Las Vegas style. There needs to be separation for 
four years and reconciliation efforts must have failed in order for one to apply for divorce 
as proposed. 

Divorce FAQs
Dr Deborah Schembri
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– Political Theory 
– Public Policy 
– The Politics of Social Democrats 
– Local Councils 
– How does the Maltese Parliament Work 
– The Maltese Electoral System 
– European Union Laws 
– The Workings of European Institutions 
– Diplomacy 

– Foreign Policy 
– Philosophy and Politics 
– Sociology and Politics 
– Organisation of Political Campaigns 
– Public Relations 
– Use of the Internet to Deliver a Political Message 
– Public Speaking 
– Management Skills 
– Practical Training in Media 

We believe that young people should be at the center of
decision making in our society.  We believe that young people

can make important contributions through their participation in 
political and public life.

So we are running a training programme for young people who
are interested in serving the country through politics.

YOU-Progress will equip these young people with basic knowledge in the following areas: 

As part of this program a study visit in London will be organised. Meetings with British MPs and 
representatives of the British Labour Party and of UK progressive think tanks will be held. There will 
be visits to the House of Commons and the House of Lords of the UK Parliament. 

YOU-Progress lectures will take place on Saturdays.  We will have a break from lectures before and 
during the University exam period and during the summer months. 

For more information,
email us at info@ideat.org.mt or 

contact the Jonathan Brimmer
on 7905 0219.

www.ideat.org.mt



YOU-Progress 
Participants Interviewed
IDEAT Journal went to CNL at Ħamrun on a Saturday morning when 
YOU-Progress lectures take place and interviewed some of the participants.  
This is what they have told us…

Chirelle Sciberras
Consular Assistant at the US Embassy in Malta
PL Councillor at Birkirkara Local Council

“YOU-Progress is an excellent opportunity for all those who are interested in gaining basic 
knowledge in social sciences and current issues.  This course definitely gives a better insight on 
the challenges that our society faces both locally and in the EU.”

Roderick Psaila
General Manager of a private financial brokerage company

“I am positively impressed by the standard of the YOU-Progress lectures.  The selection of the 
topics discussed and the choice of expert speakers have contributed to provide participants 
with an insight on the domestic and European political systems, both from a theoretical and 
practical perspective.  Interest is high among participants and this is reflected by the interac-
tion with speakers during lectures.”

Monica Farrugia
Full-time university student reading for an M.A. in Islands and Small States
Member of the PL Executive Committee

“YOU-Progress provided me with a unique opportunity to get in touch with various issues 
related to public governance in its broader sense.  I recommend this training to anyone who 
want to learn new ideas and have a different approach to politics in an informal and friendly 
environment.”

Cain Grech
Full-time university student reading for an M.A. in European Studies

“YOU-Progress was recently launched by Fondazzjoni IDEAT. What a breath of fresh air! Such 
training is proof that we can still learn and participate in forums which aren’t tainted by a 
conservative political bias.” 

“YOU-Progress includes a wide variety of subjects which are essential to the build-up of an 
analytical mind.  It gives you the much needed tools to scrutinize and question political issues, 
rather than accept everything as is presented.” 
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Angiolino Sciberras
Supervisor at Air Malta

“I am impressed with the professional way this training programme has been organised.  
The prospect of having study visits at local institutions and in the UK makes it more interest-
ing.  I sincerely believe that YOU-Progress is filling the vacuum which existed in local politics, 
especially in the Centre Left.  I do hope that many more young people become interested in 
similar initiatives as this helps them develop in their formative years.  I would also like to thank 
the organisers who put a lot of time in preparation for this programme to ensure successful-
ness.  Last but not least, I would like to thank all the dedicated lecturers who are stimulating an 
interesting debate during each lecture.”

Rosianne Cutajar
Teacher at a boys’ secondary school run by the Church
Journalist with ONE News

“Every Saturday I look forward to attend these lectures which have been prepared for us with 
so much dedication.  The lecturers are all experts in their fields and they are very accessible to 
us students.  The themes we are discussing are very actual and relevant to today’s world.  The 
lectures are giving me a sound basic knowledge on political and social issues.  I would like to 
thank Fondazzjoni IDEAT for this useful initiative towards us young people.” 

James Azzopardi
Full-time university student reading for a B. European Studies (Hons)

”I am finding these lectures as very relevant to my university studies in European affairs.  The 
lecturers are all experts in their field and they are very helpful and dedicated to us students.  I 
would like to thank the organisers of this course for this opportunity and for their continuous 
work.”

Maria Cassar Sultana
Clerk and a full-time mother

“This intensive course is helping me to be able to scrutinize better what I hear from the media 
as regards to politics.  This course certainly offers guidance to those who want to be more 
active in politics.  It is showing me that politics covers a vast range of subjects which affect our 
daily lives.  This is the way young people should be introduced to politics!”

Matthew Zerafa
Junior College Student

“I am enthusiastic to reach my goal of gaining knowledge on politics through a positive non-
partisian political course.  I am prudent to listen to various perspectives and opinions on poli-
tics.  Through YOU-Progress I have learnt some qualities that a true positive politician should 
possess and I found this whole new experience as a fulfillment of what I expected.”



Ishmael Barbara
Junior College Student

“Through YOU-Progress I have increased my knowledge and understanding of politics and sev-
eral other areas related to it, namely the function of local councils, the workings of the Maltese 
Parliament, and other subjects like sociology and philosophy.  I’m glad that I started attending 
this programme from the very beginning because I feel that I am better equipped with various 
skills.  I am very looking forward for the upcoming lectures, because it seems that they are 
becoming more and more interesting with many discussions coming up!”
  

IDEAT Journal took a short comment from Jonathan Brimmer who is organis-
ing this programme on behalf of Fondazzjoni IDEAT.  This is what he had told us:

“I am very happy that there is so much interest in YOU-Progress.  The students themselves 
made it a success!  There are three things which I have noted in the first weeks of this train-
ing programme:  We have quite a very gender balanced class (which is unusual to Maltese 
politics); the level of students is very high, with most of them reading for their second or third 
degree; and although the training programme is rather intensive, the students are all very 
committed and they take an active part in the lectures.”

“I would like to thank all students who are very keen on improving their knowledge and skills.  
I would also like to thank all the lecturers who have put in a lot of time in the preparation and 
delivery of their lectures and for ensuring a healthy debate.”

Recently, Dr Maurice Mullard from the University of Hull gave a lecture on lessons of the financial crisis to YOU-Progress students.  
Dr Mullard is an expert in public expenditure and between �997 and �999 he was a consultant to the Maltese government on 
the subject.  In 2003 Dr Mullard received a European prize for his essay Discourses on Citizenship, another area of his interest and 
specialisation.  His other interests are the war on terror and globalisation.  Dr Maurice Mullard is a writer of various books, papers and 
journal articles and is frequently invited to deliver lectures across the United Kingdom and the US.

His lecture was met with a lot of satisfaction from YOU-Progress students.  The lecture was made possible through the help of Prof. 
Godfrey Pirotta, a key lecturer of YOU-Progress.
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Are you interested 
in being of political service?
In politics beyond 
partisan politics?

If yes

IDEAT is your home.

Contact us at editor@ideat.org.mt
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